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WARRANTY

Tektronix warrants that this product will be free from defects in materials and

workmanship for a period ofone ( 1) year from the date of shipment. If any such

product proves defective during this warranty period, Tektronix, at its
option,

either will repair the defective product without
charge for parts and labor, or will

provide a replacement in exchange for the defective product.

In order to obtain service under this warranty, Customer must notify Tektronix of

the defect before the expiration ofthe warranty period and make suitable

arrangements for the performance of service . Customer shall be responsible for

packaging and shipping the defective product to the service center designated by

Tektronix , with shipping charges prepaid. Tektronix shall pay for the return of

the product to Customer if the shipment is to a location within the country in

which Tektronix service center is located. Customer shall be responsible for

paying all shipping charges, duties, taxes, and any other charges for products

returned to any other locations.

This warranty shall not apply to any defect, failure or damage caused by

improper use or improper or inadequate maintenance and care. Tektronix shall

not be obligated to furnish service under warranty a) to repair damage resulting

from attempts by personnel other than Tektronix representatives to install, repair

or service the product; b) to repair damage resulting from improper user or

connection to incompatible equipment ; or c ) to service a product that has been

modified or integrated with other products when the effect of such modification

or integration increases the time or difficulty of servicing the product.

THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN BY TEKTRONIX WITH RESPECT TO

THIS PRODUCT IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTIES,

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED . TEKTRONIX AND ITS VENDORS

DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TEKTRONIX'

RESPONSIBILITY TO REPAIR OR REPLACE DEFECTIVE

PRODUCTS IS THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVIDED TO

THE CUSTOMER FOR BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY. TEKTRONIX

AND ITS VENDORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER TEKTRONIX OR THE VENDOR HAS

ADVANCE NOTICE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

MB100 Programmer Manual
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How to Reach Customer Service

iv

Mailing

Address

Customer

and Sales

Support

Center

Direct

Fax

E-Mail

Web Site

Ifyou have any questions regarding the operation, maintenance, repair,

or application ofyour Tektronix equipment, contact your local sales and

service office. This unit should be calibrated yearly. For a complete list

ofWorldwide Sales and Service Offices, contact (800) 426-2200 or see

the table below for other methods of contacting Tektronix sales and

service.

Tektronix provides high quality Technical Support on applications,

operation, measurement specifications, hardware, and software by

expert application engineers. For Applications Support, call the

Customer Support Center listed below.

Tektronix , Inc.

Measurement Business Division

P.O. Box 500

Beaverton, Oregon 97077-0001

USA

800-TEK-WIDE

or

800-835-9433 Ext 2400

503-627-2400

503-627-5695

tm_app_supp@tek.com

http://www.tek.com

Attn . Customer Service

Hours are 6:00 AM to 5:00 PM ,

Pacific Time.

After hours Voice Mail is available.

MB100 Programmer Manual



U.S.A., Africa, Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan

Tektronix , Inc.

P.O. Box 500

Beaverton, Oregon 97077-0001

For additional literature , or the address and phone number ofthe Tektronix

Sales Office or Representative nearest you, contact : (800) 426-2200

Belgium : Brussels

Phone: 32(2) 725 96 10

Fax: 32(2) 725 99 53

Canada: Calgary
Phone: (403) 274-2691

Fax: (403) 274-3483

Denmark: Copenhagen
Phone: 45 44 850 700

Fax: 45 44 850 701

Eastern Europe, Middle East and Austria

Tektronix Ges.m.b.H

Doerenkampgasse 7

A-1100 Vienna, Austria

Phone: 43(1) 70177 261

Fax: 43(1) 70177 260

Finland: Helsinki

Phone: 358 4783 400

Fax: 358 47834 200

France and North Africa

Tektronix S.A.

ZAC Courtaboeuf, 4 Av du Canada

B.P.13
91941 Les Ulis Cedex , France

Phone: 33(1) 69 86 81 81

Fax: 33(1) 69 07 09 37

Germany: Cologne
Phone: 49(221) 94770

Fax: 49(221) 9477 200

Italy: Milan

Phone: 39(2) 25 0861

Fax: 39(2) 25 086 400

Japan: Tokyo
Phone: 81 (3) 3448-3111

Fax: 81(3) 3444-3661

The Netherlands : Hoofddorp

Phone: 31(23) 069 5555

Fax: 31(23) 569 5500

Norway: Oslo

Phone: 47(22) 07 0700

Fax: 47(22) 07 0707

Spain: Madrid

Phone: 34(1) 372 6000

Fax: 34(1) 372 6049

Sweden: Stockholm

Phone: 46(8) 629 6500

Fax: 46(8) 629 6540

Switzerland : Zug

Phone: 41(42) 219192

Fax: 41(42) 217784

U.K.: Marlow

Phone: 44 1628 403300

Fax: 44 1628 403301

MB100 Programmer Manual

Tektronix sales and service offices around the

world:

Algeria,
Argentina, Australia,

Bahrain , Bangladesh, Belgium,

Bolivia,
Brazil,

Bulgaria,
Canada,
Chile ,

People's Republic
ofChina, Columbia,

Costa Rica, Cypress, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,

Ecuador,

Egypt,
Finland,

France,

Germany,
Greece,

Hong Kong, Iceland,

India,
Indonesia,

Ireland,
Israel,

Italy,
Ivory Coast,

Japan,
Jordan ,
Korea,
Kuwait,

Lebanon , Malaysia,
Mexico,

The Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria,

Norway,
Oman,
Pakistan,

Panama,
Peru,
Phillippines, Poland,

Portugal,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa , Singapore,

Spain,
Sri Lanka,
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan,

Thailand,
Tunisia,

Turkey,
United Arab Emirates,

United Kingdom,

Uruguay,
Venezuela,
Zimbabwe
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General Safety Summary

Review the following safety precautions to avoid injury and prevent damage to

this product or any equipment connected to it.

viii

Only Tektronix-trained personnel should perform maintenance and service

procedures on the MB100 . Never remove the covers or disassemble the unit

without confirmation from a Tektronix factory authorized representative.

Safety Instructions

AWARNING ! Read and Follow all of these Safety Instructions.

Failure to do so can cause injury to the user and damage the instrument.

AC Power

The AC power connector on the rear panel of the MB100 accepts 115 VAC

input.

Ground the Instrument

The MB100 is grounded through its AC LINE connector. Always power the

MB100 using a three-conductor power cord that is plugged into a grounded,

three-conductor outlet. Ifyou operate the MB100 without a proper ground then

allmetal surfaces of the instrument can become potential shock hazards.

Use the Proper Fuse

Always

specified.

instrument

replace the MB100 AC LINE fuse using the procedure and fuse rating

A 4 AMP SLOBLO fuse is used for the MB100. Operating the

with an improper fuse will create a fire hazard.

Do Not Operate in an Explosive Atmosphere

The MB100 does not provide protection from static discharges or arcing

components and therefore must not be operated in an explosive atmosphere.

Do Not Remove Instrument Covers

To avoid a shock hazard and to maintain proper air flow , never operate the

with any of its outside covers removed.MB100
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Safety Terms and Symbols

Paragraphs or sections in this document that contain important safety information

will be identified by either a WARNING or a CAUTION label in the left hand

margin. These labels are explained below:

Icon

A

A

Label

WARNING !

CAUTION !

MB100 Programmer Manual

Meaning

Indicates a safety practice that must be followed

to avoid possible injury to the user and possible

damage to the instrument.

Product Labels

These terms may appear on the product:

A yellow label indicates DANGER of an injury hazard immediately accessible as

you read the marking.

Indicates a safety practice that must be followed

to prevent possible damage to the MB100 or

other instruments used with the MB100.

A WARNING label indicates an injury hazard not immediately accessible as you

read the marking.

CAUTION: indicates a hazard to propriety including the product.

Indicates

DANGER

Product Symbols

The following symbols may appear on the product:

YELLOW

LABEL

Indicates

ATTENTION

Refer to Manual
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Preface

This manual describes how to use the Tektronix MB100 Test Set . This manual is

intended for telecommunications engineers and technicians with more than two

years ofexperience working with telecommunications and data communications

equipment networks.

Related Manuals

The following documents are also available for the MB100:

TheMB100 Multi-Channel BER Tester User Manual (Tektronix part number

070-9783-01) is the primary source of information about how the MB100

functions.

Certifications and Compliances

CSA Certified Power Cords

CSA Certification includes the products and power cords appropriate for use in

the North America power network. All other power cords supplied are approved

for the country ofuse.

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Getting Started

This chapter describes the use of the MB100 Multi-Channel BER Tester

Remote Interfaces .Since the remote interfaces enable automatic testing, the user

does not have to complete any of the manual procedures necessary for front

panel operation . However, the user can write programs to conduct the test

sessions .

Using the GPIB Interface

The MB100 supports remote control through the GPIB interface bus connector

on the rear panel . The unit can be operated from the front panel and over the

remote interface simultaneously . Any unit changes made remotely are displayed

on the front panel . All of the front panel functions can be controlled over the

GPIB interface, except ` POWER.'

Remote commands sent to the MB100 differ from front panel control . The

current operating mode is entered directly rather than through submenus.

GPIB Interface Device Settings

For proper GPIB Interface communication and handshaking, the GPIB controller

(system that controls the operation) and the device (MB100) must have their

addresses and terminating characters set up before use . To change these GPIB

parameters, refer to the section in this manual on "Utility”.

Each instrument on the GPIB interface bus needs a unique INSTRUMENT

address . The INSTRUMENT address range for the MB100 is - 30 decimals .

The GPIB Message Terminator is et to either EOI or EOL/LF . For EOI, the EOI

line will be asserted when the last byte of a message is transmitted . For EOI/LF,

the last byte of the message will be the line feed character, and the EOI line will

be asserted with its transmission.

MB100 Programmer Manual 1-1
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Interface Functions

The MB100 is configured as a talker/listener. No controller functions are

implemented . As described in the IEEE-488 standards, the MB100 supports the

following implementation:

SH1

AH1

T6

L4

SR1

RL1

PPO

DC1

DTO

CO

E2

Complete source handshake

Complete acceptor handshake

Basic talker; serial poll , no talk only, unaddressed if

addressed to listen , no extended talker

Basic listener, no listen only, unaddressed if addressed to

talk, no extended listener

Complete service request

Complete remote/ local capability including local lockout

No parellel poll capability

Complete device clear capability

No device trigger capability

No controller capability

Tri-state drivers used on DIO lines for maximum data

transfer rate

GPIB Connector Pin-Outs

The MB100 uses the standard D-type 24 pin GPIB connector located on the rear

panel. All signals and pins conform to the standard GPIB pin out protocol.

Programming GPIB Remote Commands

There are two types ofremote commands for the MB100:

Set commands (commands)

Queries commands (queries

The set commands force the MB100 to take a specific action . The query

commands direct the MB100 to return status information . The controller sends

commands to the MB100 as strings terminated at EOI or EOI/LF characters.

These command lines can contain either a single command or multiple

commands. The command line may contain both queries and commands . Each

individual command within the command line must be separated by semi-colons

(;), parameters must be separated by comma (,) . Hexadecimal parameters must

be preceded by a '#H' .

Each query command sent to the MB100 will return one response . The response

may contain multiple response units (separated by semi-colons) , however only

one EOI/LF response termination is sent by the MB100 to the controller for each

query command. The MB100 responses commands will be either character

mnemonics (for example, INT or EXT) or numerics (Example : 200.0).

MB100 Programmer Manual
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GPIB Numeric Responses

When responding with a numeric , the receiver specifies it as one ofthe

following types :

<NR1 Numeric> :

<NR2 Numeric> :

<NR3 Numeric> :

<Non-decimal Numeric>:

GPIB Status Reporting

There is a status reporting function provided for the GPIB interface, which is

based on the SRQ (Service Request) and is defined in the ANSI/IEEE standard

488.2-1987. The implementation used by MB100 for status reporting includes

one additional register from what is specified within the IEEE-488.2 standard.

Status Byte

Bits 1 to 3

Bit 4

There is a status byte which is used to define the SRQ status . The individual bits

within the status byte represent the different conditions which might cause the

request for service defined as follows:

Bit 5

Bit 6

Bit 7

Bit 8

MB100 Programmer Manual

Unused

(TSB) Test

Event Status

Bit

decimal integer

decimal real number without exponent

decimal real number with exponent

non-decimal number with leading #H (Hex) , #Q

(Octal ) , #B (Binary) and always in the range of

to 255 decimal (for example , #H55)

(MAV)

Message
Available Bit

Getting Started

(ESB)

Standard

Event Status

Bit

(MSS)
Master

Summary
Status Bit

Unused

This is a summary of Test Event Status

Byte. It will be set whenever an enabled

Test event condition occurs

Set whenever there is output available for

the controller

This is the summary of the Standard Event

Status Byte. It will be set whenever an

enabled standard event condition occurs

This is the Master Summary Status . It is a

summary of the status byte , so that

whenever one of the bits (TSB , MAV or

ESB) is set and it is also enabled (by the

Service Request Enable byte ), the MSS bit

will set

1-3
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Service Request Enable

Different conditions for a service request can be individually enabled . The

Service Request Enable byte contains the enabling bits for the status byte . For a

service request to occur, either the MAV or ESB bit must be enabled . Each time

the

MB100 is powered on, this byte is RESET so that no bits are enabled . The bit

definition is the same as the status byte , except bit 7 is undefined.

Service Request (SRQ)

The status byte enables the creation of a service request . Whenever a condition

requiring service from the controller occurs and is enabled , the SRQ line is set . It

is reset after the controller finishes a serial poll of the MB100 receiver, or when

all of the enabled service request conditions have stopped.

Standard Event Status Register

The ESB bit is the summary of the Standard Event Status Register . This byte has

an enabling byte similar to the Status Byte . Individual bits within the Standard

Event Status Register represent the different possible causes ofa Standard Event.

The bit definitions for the Standard Event Status Register are as follows :

Bit 1

Bit2

Bit 3

Bit 4

Bit 5

Bit 6

Bit 7

Bit 8

Operation

Complete

Request
Control

Query Error

Device

Dependent
Error

Execution Error

Command

Error

User Request

Power On

Only set following an *OPC command

Not Used

Set under the following conditions:

when output has been requested from the

MB100 and none is available

when a command is sent to the MB100 and

MB100 still has a message available

when output has been requested from the

MB100 and an unterminated command has

been set to the MB100

Set under the following conditions :

when input data is lost over the interface

when the input buffer overflows due to a too

long command line without a terminator

Set under the following conditions :

when a command parameter is out of range

when the command has too many or too few

parameters

when the command cannot be properly executed

due to a device condition

Set whenever the MB100 receives an unrecognized

command, or invalid GPIB command

Not used

Set whenever the MB100 is powered on

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Standard Event Status Enable Register

Different conditions within the Standard Event Status Register can be

individually enabled or disabled . The Standard Event Status Enable Register

contains enabling bits . Each time one of the event conditions or one ofthe

enabling bits change, the status of the ESB bit is re-evaluated . If any status bit is

set and its corresponding enable bit is set , the ESB bit is set also.

Each time the MB100 is powered on , this byte is reset so that no bits are

enabled. The bit definition for the Standard Event Status Enable Register is the

same as it is for the Standard Event Status Register.

Test Status Event Register

The TSB bit is the summary of the Test Status Event Register . This byte has an

enabling byte which works in a similar manner to the above Status Byte. The

individual bits within the Test Status Event Register represent the different

conditions which might cause a Test Event . The bit definitions for the Test

Status Event Register are as follows.

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 4

Bit 5

Bit 6

Bit 7

Bit 8

Getting Started

End-of Window

condition

MB100 Programmer Manual

End-of-Test condition

Threshold Error

condition

Synchronization Loss

condition

Phase Error condition

Auto Synchronization

complete

Eye Width

Measurement

Pattern Download

Complete

Set at the end of each window period

Set at the end of each Test

Set whenever Test is running and Errored

Second occurs , where error rate is above

Test Error Rate Threshold

Set whenever SYNC LOSS occurs

Set whenever a Phase Error occurs

Set whenever AUTO SEARCH locks on a

Data Pattern

Set whenever EYE WIDTH completed a

measurement or is aborted

Set whenever the data patterns are copied

from internal storage to the hardware RAM

(this has nothing to do with diskette access)

Test Status Event Enable Register

The different conditions within the Test Status Event Register can be

individually enabled and disabled . The Test Status Event Enable Register

contains enabling bits . Each time one of the event conditions or one of the

enabling bits change, the status of the TSB bit is re-evaluated . If any status bit is

set and its corresponding enable bit is set, the TSB bit will set . Each time the

MB100 is powered on , this byte is reset so that no bits are enabled . The bit

definition for the Test Status Event Enable Register is the same as for the Test

Status Event Register.
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GPIB Common Commands

The following commands are provided to use with GPIB status reporting, as

defined by IEEE 488.2 for service request:

*STB? *SRE *SRE? *ESR? *ESE * ESE? *CLS

Additional SRQ GPIB Commands

The following commands are provided to use with the Test Status SRQ feature :

TSE TSE? TSR?

IEEE-488.2 Programming Manual Requirements

Certain programming requirements are specified for GPIB interfaces by the

American National Standard Institute (ANSI) document , ANSI/IEEE Std . 488.2

1987, which are detailed in this section.

Power-on settings

The MB100 will restore the device settings to their same values from when it

was last powered off. No remote commands affect this . The only exception to

this is when the non-volatile RAM becomes corrupted (which should never

happen during normal operation) . RAM corruption , if it occurs, will be displayed

on the unit's LCD display . When this happens, the MB100 will revert to its

factory-default settings.

Message Exchange

The message exchange options are as follows:

The input buffer is command line oriented . There is a new input buffer for

each command line or program message . The maximum input buffer length

is 80 characters .

The only remote commands that return more than one response message unit

are : *Irn?, meas_all?, meas_agg?.

All queries immediately generate their own response messages when parsed.

No queries wait until the responses are read for them to be generated.

No commands are coupled.

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Functional Elements

The IEEE 488.2 standard requires a list of the functional elements which are

used by the MB100 receiver . These are the functional elements used in

constructing the remote commands that control the receiver. For more

information, see the IEEE 488.2 standard , sections 4.3 , 7.1.1 , and 7.3.3 . From

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 of the IEEE 488.2 standard , the receiver does the following:

< PROGRAM MESSAGE>

< PROGRAM MESSAGE UNIT>

<COMMAND MESSAGE UNIT>

< PROGRAM MESSAGE TERMINATOR>

<PROGRAM MESSAGE UNIT SEPARATOR>

<QUERY MESSAGE UNIT>

< COMMAND PROGRAM HEADER>* < QUERY PROGRAM HEADER>*

< PROGRAM DATA SEPARATOR>< PROGRAM HEADER SEPARATOR>

< PROGRAM DATA> < DECIMAL NUMERIC PROGRAM DATA>

<NON-DECIMAL NUMERIC PROGRAM DATA>< CHARACTER PROGRAM DATA>

<compound command program header> and <compound query program

header> are not handled .

*

Getting Started

Specific Command Implementations

The reset command "*rst" performs a device reset . As defined in the IEEE

488.2, it will:

reset the device settings to default settings

Macros are not implemented in the MB100 , thus macros are ignored

force the receiver into Operation Complete Command Idle State (OCIS) and

Operation Complete Query Idle State (OQIS)

Self Test Query

This tests the receiver's basic functionality . The scope of the self test function is

limited.

Overlapped vs. Sequential Commands

All commands are sequential commands.

MB100 Programmer Manual

Operation Complete Message

All command actions are immediate (no overlapped commands), such that

operation complete is immediate.
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Using the RS-232 Interface Option
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The MB100 supports remote control through the RS-232C connector on the rear

panel The unit can be operated from the front panel and over the remote

interface simultaneously. Any unit changes made remotely are displayed on the

front panel . All of the front panel functions can be controlled over the RS-232C

interface, except "POWER."

The remote commands sent to the MB100 differ from front panel - the current

operating mode is entered directly rather than through sub -menus.

RS-232 Interface Device Settings

The RS-232C interface device settings are programmable through the front

panel. The following RS-232C parameters are programmable , along with the

default setting and other values.

Parameter

Baud, BPS rate

Parity

Data Size

Stop Bits

Echo

XON/XOFF

EOL

Default

9600

Even

7

1

ON

OFF

CR/LF

Values

4800, 2400, 1200 , 600 , 300

None , Odd

8

2

OFF

ON

LF/CR, CR , LF

MB100 Programmer Manual
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RS-232 Interface Hardware/ Handshaking Considerations

The remote interface consists of a 25-pin male D -type connector on the rear

panel . When using the RS-232C interface, connect the controller to the MB100

with an appropriate 25 -pin cable . The MB100 is configured as an RS -232C DCE

(Data Circuit terminating Equipment) . For a local (direct ) connection to a DTE

device (most RS-232C controllers) , connect the controller to the MB100 with a

straight (non-null modem) cable . To connect to another DCE device , you need a

null modem to cross-connect signal pairs 2 & 3 , 4 & 5 , and 6 & 20.

Refer to the following table for RS -232C signal names , pinouts , and functional

descriptions.

Pin

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Name

DCD

RxD

TxD

DTR

GND

DSR

RTS

CTS

RI

Function

Data Carrier Detect

Received Data Input

Transmitted Data Output

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Data Terminal Ready

Signal Ground

Data Set Ready

Request to Send

Clear to Send

Ring Indicator

RS-232 Interface Testing

To test that the RS-232C interface is properly connected , attach a standard 25

pin D -type connector cable between the RS-232C rear panel connector and the

controller, with the MB100 turned off. Turn on the MB100 . The following

message should appear on the RS -232C controller's screen , followed by the

MB100>.

**** MB100 RECEIVER VX.X

MB100>

NOTE: VX.X indicates the unit's software version . The "MB100> " line is a

promptmessage indicating that the MB100 is ready to accept a command.

Ifthe message does not appear, check the following:

The cable may be defective.

The controller may be configured as DCE equipment . A null modem may be

needed.

The controller signal format or BAUD rate may not match the MB100's settings .

Refer to the first part of this section for interface setting
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Programming RS-232C Remote Commands

There are two types of remote commands for the MB100:

Set commands (commands)

Queries commands (queries

The set commands force the MB100 to take a specific action . The query

commands direct the MB100 to return status information.

Commands are entered one line at a time . Errors may be corrected while entering

a line, with the backspace key . A command string is terminated by a carriage

return, which transmits the string to the MB100 and executes the command

string. All valid commands are executed . Incorrect or unsupported commands are

responded to by an error message . RS -232C error messages follow after this

section.

These command lines can contain either a single command or multiple

commands . The command line may contain both queries and commands . Each

individual command within the command line must be separated by semi-colons

(;), parameters must be separated by comma (, ) . Non-decimal numeric

parameters, Hexadecimal , Octal , and Binary must be preceded by a ‘#H’, ‘#Q ' ,

or '#B', respectively. The entire command name does not have to be completely

entered for the command to be recognized as valid . There is a minimum valid

length associated with each command, which is the length that makes it unique

from all other commands.
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RS-232C Error Messages

All RS-232C remote commands received by the MB100 are checked for

command validity and appropriate parameters . All valid command strings are

executed. Incorrect command strings are responded to with error messages

Error Message
66***

****

***

****

****

****

*****

***

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

MB100 Programmer Manual

Input Lost"

Input Buffer Overflow"

Command Mnemonic Not

Found"

Invalid Command for Interface'

Invalid Command Type"

Too Few Parameters"

Too Many Parameters"

Invalid Parameters"

Parameter Out of Range"

Parameter Not in Set"

Invalid String Length "

Parameter Separator"

Getting Started

Invalid Non-decimal Parameter"

Command Execution Error"

Out of Memory"

Error

Input data lost over interface

Input buffer overflow , command line too

long without terminator

Command not found

Command found , but not valid for this

interface

Command mnemonic found , but

command issued incorrectly: missing ,

or added , "?" on end of command

Missing parameter

Too many parameters or trainling

garbage at end of command

Parameter invalid

Parameter out of range

Parameter not one of the values

specified for the command

Parameter string too long

Parameter separator, ; , is missing or

command line is terminated following

separator

Parameter not in non -decimal format

Command not executed properly

Processor out of memory
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Syntax and Commands

Listed after each command is the command format, a brief description, valid

parameters, an example , and system responses (to queries) .

Alphabetical list of commands for MB100 Transmitter (Tx) - see page 2-12.

Alphabetical list of commands for MB100 Receiver (Rx) - see page 2-23 .

An alphabetical list of all commands - see page 2-41 .

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Syntax and Commands

Command Descriptions

2-2

This chapter contains information on the commands used in remote operation.

The unit does not require entry of the full command name . For any command , it

is only necessary to enter the characters that make it unique. For example,

pat a ROM would suffice for pattern_active ROM .

For each command , the chapter gives the command format , a brief description ,

valid parameters, an example, and system responses (to queries ) . The following

example shows this format in use for the view_angle and view-angle?

commands .

view_angle [n]

ACTION: Sets the front panel display view angle to [n] , where [n] is an integer

from to 15 .

EXAMPLE:

view_angle 2

view_angle?

ACTION: Returns the current display view angle ( from to 15).

RESPONSE : <NR1 Numeric>

EXAMPLE:

view_angle?

VIEW_ANGLE 2

NOTE: This chapter displays required parameters in brackets [] in order to

differentiate them from the command name. However, do not enclose them in

brackets when entering commands.
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IEEE-488 Common Commands

*cls

ACTION :

Clears the Status Registers . *cls is a mnemonic for Clear Status.

EXAMPLE:

*ese [n]

*ese?

ACTION : Sets the Standard Event Status Enable Register to [n] , where n is an

integer from to 255.

EXAMPLE:

*cls

*esr?

*ese 255

ACTION : Returns the current contents of the Standard Event Status Enable

Register.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

*ese?

ESE 255

ACTION: Returns the current contents of the Standard Event Status Register.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

*esr?

ESR 255
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*idn?

ACTION: Returns the transmitter identification .

RESPONSE: Manufacturer, Model , Software Version.

EXAMPLE:

*Irn?

*idn?

MICROWAVE LOGIC, MB 100 Tx, ,V1.1

ACTION: Returns the current device setup as a series of message units that can

be sent back to the transmitter so it can be restored.

*opc

RESPONSE: Sequence of response messages

EXAMPLE:

*Irn?

CHAN_MON 1

CLOCK_DELAY

CLOCK_TRUE TRUE

ERR_INJ_RATE OFF

Tx_CLOCK_IN DIRECT

Tx_CLOCK_IN_PS PS_4

Tx_CLOCK_IN_TERM AC

VIEW_ANGLE 3

ACTION: Sets the Operation Complete message in the Standard Event Status

Register immediately (because all device operations complete immediately) .

*opc is a mnemonic for Operation Complete .

EXAMPLE :

* opc

MB100 Programmer Manual
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*opc?

ACTION: Immediately returns the integer " 1 " .

RESPONSE : <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

*rst

*opc?

1

ACTION: Resets the device to the default configuration.

EXAMPLE:

* sre [n]

*rst

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION: Sets the Service Request Enable Register to [n] : to 255.

EXAMPLE:

*sre 255

Syntax and Commands

*sre?

ACTION : Returns the current contents of the Service Request Enable Register,

where bit 6 is ignored.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

*sre?

191
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*stb?

ACTION: Returns the status of the Status Byte, where bit 6 is the Master

Summary Status bit.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

*tst?

*stb?

96

ACTION: Returns the self-test result . The scope of the test is limited . A response

of' ' tells that the self-test completed successfully.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

*wai

*tst?

ACTION: Stops the processing of all remote commands until all operations are

complete (which is immediately) . *wai is a mnemonic for Wait to Continue.

EXAMPLE:

*wai

NOTE: All IEEE-488 Common Commands queries do not return the header in

their response.

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Miscellaneous Commands

gpib_address [n]

ACTION: Sets the GPIB address to [n] : to 30 (allowed by RS-232 interface

only.)

EXAMPLE:

gpib_address 15

gpib_address?

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

ACTION: When operating remotely with an RS -232C interface, tells the current

GPIB address: to 30. (allowed by RS-232 interface only)

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

gpib_address?

GPIB_ADDRESS 15
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gpib_bus [talk_listen, off_bus]

ACTION: Sets the MB100 GPIB Bus Control . When set to OFF_BUS, it will not

communicate with the GPIB bus . (allowed by RS-232 interface only)

talk_listen : Communicates over bus

off_bus : No GPIB Communication

EXAMPLE:

gpib_bus talk_listen

gpib_bus?

ACTION: Returns the current GPIB Bus control status

RESPONSE: TALK LISTEN or OFF_BUS (allowed by RS-232 interface only)

EXAMPLE:

gpib_bus?

GPIB_BUS OFF_BUS

MB100 Programmer Manual
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header [on, off]

ACTION:Sets the remote command header status :

on : Response includes the command name

off: Response excludes the command name

EXAMPLE:

header?

header on

ACTION : Returns the header status .

RESPONSE : ON or OFF

EXAMPLE1 (ASSUME HEADER IS ON):

logo?

EXAMPLE2 (ASSUME HEADER IS OFF):

header?

HEADER ON

MB100 Programmer Manual

header?

OFF

ACTION: Returns the transceiver logo when operating remotely through an

RS-232C interface .

EXAMPLE:

logo?

Syntax and Commands

MICROWAVE LOGIC MB100 Tx V1.1
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rs_echo [ON or OFF]

ACTION : Sets the RS-232C echo mode status :

On : the unit echoes all RS-232C input.

Off: the unit does not echo any RS-232C input.

EXAMPLE:

rs_echo on

rs_echo?

ACTION: Returns the RS-232C echo mode status .

RESPONSE: ON or OFF.

EXAMPLE:

rs_echo?

RS_ECHO OFF

rs_pmt_lf [on, off]

ACTION: Sets the RS-232C prompt (OAH) line-feed status:

On Line-Feed (OAH) sent after RS -232 prompt.

Off: Line-Feed (OAH) not sent.

EXAMPLE:

rs_pmt_lf on

rs_pmt_lf?

ACTION: Returns the RS-232C prompt line-feed status .

RESPONSE: ON or OFF

EXAMPLE:

rs_pmt_lf?

RS PMT LF OFF

MB100 Programmer Manual
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rs_prompt["s"]

ACTION: This command sets the prompt on the RS-232 port to the character

string contained in the quoted string s . This string will appear at the start of each

new line on a terminal display.

Argument s : <string> , a character string inside double quotes

EXAMPLE :

rs_xon_xoff [on, off]

ACTION: Sets the RS-232C protocol status :

Enables the XON/XOFF protocol.

Disables the XON/XOFF protocol.

on:

rs_prompt "MB100>"

off:

EXAMPLE:

rs_xon_off on

rx_xon_xoff?

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION: Returns the RS-232 protocol

RESPONSE: ON or OFF

EXAMPLE:

Syntax and Commands

rs_xon_xoff?

RS_XON_XOFF OFF
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Tx Remote Commands
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chan_delay [n1,n2]

ACTION: Sets the delay value for each channel in the transmitter. nl is the

channel number ( 1-32 depending on how many channels are installed in the

system), n2 is the delay value ( -20 to +20 , each integer corresponds to 100

picosecond increments . )

EXAMPLE:

chan_delay 5,-12

chan_delay? [n]

ACTION: Returns the delay of a specified channel.

Returned value is between -20 and +20 , each count indicates the number of 100

picosecond steps the delay is set to.

RESPONSE:<NR1 NUMERIC> , <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

chan_delay? 5

CHAN_DELAY 5,-12

ve adat dadel — — — — — — —

3

MB100 Programmer Manual
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chan_mon [n]

ACTION: Sets the Front Panel Channel Monitor Output to the channel specified

by n.

EXAMPLE:

chan_mon 6

chan_mon ?

ACTION: Returns the current setting of the Channel Monitor Output.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

chan_mon?

CHAN_MON 6

clock_delay [n]

ACTION: Sets the delay value for the rear panel transmit word clock (n= -20 to

+20, each integer corresponds to 100 picosecond increments ofclock delay.)

EXAMPLE :

clock_delay 6

clock_delay?

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

ACTION: Returns the clock delay setting . Returned value is between -20 and

+20, each count indicates the number of 100 picosecond steps the clockdelay is

set to .

RESPONSE:<NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

clock_delay?

CLOCK_DELAY 12
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clock_true [true,invert]

ACTION: Sets the rear panel transmit word clock to true polarity or inverts it.

When set to true the rising edge of the transmit clock is edge aligned with the

data edges.

EXAMPLE:

clock_true invert

clock_true?

ACTION : Returns the clock output polarity setting.

RESPONSE : TRUE or INVERT

EXAMPLE:

clock_true?

CLOCK_TRUE TRUE

err_inj_enab [n] , [ON,OFF]

ACTION: Enables a channel for error injection ; n is the channel to be enabled or

disabled, ON or OFF enables or disables the channel for error injection . The

channel must be enabled for either single errors or error rates to be injected into

it.

EXAMPLE:

err_inj_enab 10,OFF

err_inj_enab?[n]

Returns whether the selected (n) channel is enabled or disabled for error

injection.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC> , ON or OFF

EXAMPLE:

err_inj_enab?10

ERR_INJ_ENAB 10, OFF

MB100 Programmer Manual
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err_inj_rate [OFF ,RATE_7,RATE_6,RATE_5,RATE_4,RATE_3]

ACTION: Turns on the internal error inject rate generator to inject errors on all

enabled channels . RATE_7 enables 1x10-7 error rate, ...,RATE_3 enables 1x10-3

error rate , OFF turns off the error rate generator.

EXAMPLE:

err_inj_rate RATE_5

err_inj_rate?

ACTION: Returns the current setting of the error rate generator.

RESPONSE: OFF,RATE_7,RATE_6,RATE_5,RATE_4 ,RATE_3

EXAMPLE:

Syntax and Commands

err_inj_rate?

ERR_INJ_RATE RATE_5

err_inj_sing [n]

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION :Injects a single error on channel 'n ' (n has the range of 1-32 depending

on number of installed channels .)

Note: the channel must be enabled to inject errors on it.

EXAMPLE:

err_inj_sing 11
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options?

ACTION: Returns the number of installed channels 'n ' and if the optional pattern

ROM is installed.

RESPONSE : n CHANNELS INSTALLED , (and) ROM INSTALLED

EXAMPLE:

OPTIONS?

OPTIONS 24 CHANNELS INSTALLED , ROM INSTALLED

pat_active [ROM, NVRAMO, NVRAMI]

ACTION: Sets the internal pattern to one of three sources:

Internal ROM (if installed) .

Non-volitile RAM location zero (NVRAM0.)

Non-volitile RAM location one (NVRAM1 .)

1 .

2.

3 .

Ifthe optional ROM is installed, the active pattern is viewable only . Either

NVRAM location is editable.

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to select a pattern memory. (See

below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_active NVRAM1

pat_active?

ACTION: Returns which of the pattern memories is currently active for viewing

or editing. Note that the ROM option must be installed to select it.

RESPONSE: ROM, NVRAMO, NVRAM1

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to query the pattern memory.

(See below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_active? NVRAMI

MB100 Programmer Manual
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pat_fill [ROM, ZEROES, ADDRESS, PR7, PR15]

ACTION: Fills the pattern memory with one of 5 different internally generated

patterns:

1. ROM , fills the output memory with the contents of the ROM .

2. ZEROES, clears all channels of the output memory.

3. ADDRESS, fills the output memory with repeating numbers from 00H to

FFH in each 8 bit segment . (Address 0000 contains 000000, address 0001

contains 010101 , address 25510 contains FFFFFFH.) This example assumes

a 24 channel system.

4. PR7, fills the output pattern with a psuedorandom sequence of length 127

words, all channels contain identical data . Address starts with a 1 in each

channel and is followed by six more I's in successive address' .

5. PR15 , fills the output pattern with a psuedorandom sequence of length

32767 words , all channels contain identical data . Address starts with a 1 in

each channel and is followed by fourteen more 1's in successive address ' .

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory. (See

below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_fill PR15

pat_length [n]

Syntax and Commands

ACTION: Sets the output active pattern length (in words) as a decimal number

(1 to 65536.)

Note: Thepat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory. (See

below .)

EXAMPLE:

pat_length 6584

pat_length?

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION: Returns the current active pattern length.

RESPONSE : <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

pat_length? 6584
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pat_lock

ACTION : Places the currently active pattern into edit mode for the remote port.

Only the NVRAM active patterns can be edited .

Once the pattern is locked, the edit menu from the front panel cannot be entered;

ifthe edit menu from the front panel is currently displayed an error message is

returned and edits cannot be accomplished from the remote port. The follwing

commands can only be executed when the pat_lock is active:

pat_fill

pat_length

pat_word

pat_unlock

pat_active?

1 .

A

W

N

3.

4 .

5.

The pat_unlock command (see below) is required to place the edited data into

the output memory.

EXAMPLE:

pat_lock

pat_lock?

ACTION: Returns the current setting for the mutually exclusive editing ofthe

pattern . One ofthree messages are returned.

1. NONE, indicates that neither the front panel or remote port is in an edit

session for the memory.

2. LOCAL, indicates that the front panel is currently in the edit or display

screen. The unit will not accept the pat_lock command (error message is

returned.) The unit must be manually removed from the edit menu by the

front panel to allow remote port editing.

3. REMOTE, indicates that the remote port has control over editing of the

pattern memory. The front panel edit or display menus cannot be accessed

while in this mode.

RESPONSE: NONE, LOCAL, REMOTE

Note: The pat_unlock command must be given following all edits , this will

transfer the editable memory to the output memory.

MB100 Programmer Manual
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pat_phase [PHASE_0, PHASE_4]

ACTION : Adjusts the PRBS Phase Delay used when filling the pattern memory

with a pseudorandom sequence.

1. PHASE_0, all channels will be phase aligned.

2. PHASE_4, each channel will still have the same sequence, but will be phase

shifted from the adjacent channel by 4 bits.

EXAMPLE:

pat_phase PHASE_0

pat_phase?

Syntax and Commands

ACTION: Returns the current setting for the PRBS Phase Delay.

RESPONSE: PHASE_0 or PHASE_4

EXAMPLE:

pat_phase?

PAT PHASE PHASE_0

pat_unlock

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION : Releases the remote port from the edit session and transfers all edited

data to the output memory. This command must be given following all edits to

the memories ofthe system.
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pat_word [n1 ], [n2]

ACTION: Fills the decimal address location (nl ) with the supplied data (n2) .

The decimal address range is to 65535. The supplied data must be 4

hexadecimal numbers in the following format : #H1 ,#H2,#H3 , #H4 . The first

byte is the most significant . Channel 1 contains the least significant bit of the 32

bit word with all successive channels containing the next significant bit . If less

than 32 channels are installed the highest byte(s) are ignored but all 4 bytes must

be sent. Note that if the ROM is currently active this command returns an error

message. To edit the ROM pattern set the active pattern to NVRAM0 or 1 , then

pat_fill with ROM.

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory.

EXAMPLE:

pat_word 4567, #H34,#HA6,#H9C,#H01

This example filled address 4567 with the value 34A69C01 .

pat_word?[n]

ACTION: Returns the value ofan address location specified by [n], the number

n is a decimal number in the range of to 65535. The returned data is always

four hex bytes in the form #H1 , #H2, #H3, #H4 . The data is returned most

significant byte first and four bytes are always returned regardless ofhow many

channels are installed in a system. The most significant bytes are returned as

zeroes ifless than the maximum of 32 channels are installed.

RESPONSE: <NON-DECIMAL NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

pat_word? 4567

PAT_WORD 4567, #H34,#HA6,#H9C,#H01

MB100 Programmer Manual
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tx_clock_in [DIRECT, PRESCALED]

ACTION: Selects the clock input port as either the direct or prescaled input.

EXAMPLE :

tx_clock_in_direct

tx_clock_in?

ACTION: Returns the presently active clock input.

RESPONSE: DIRECT or PRESCALED

EXAMPLE:

tx_clock_in?

Tx_CLOCK IN DIRECT

tx_clock_in_ps [PS_4, PS_8, PS_10, PS_12 , PS_16, PS_20, PS_24, PS_32]

ACTION: Selects the prescaler value for the prescaled clock input . Each number

corresponds to an internal divider value . The number contained in the command

parameter sets the clock divider ratio .

EXAMPLE:

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

tx_clock_in_ps PS_20

tx_clock_in_ps?

ACTION: Returns the prescaler value for the prescaled clock input. Each

number corresponds to an internal divider value.

RESPONSE: PS_4 or PS_8 or PS_10 or PS_12 or PS_16 or PS_20 or PS_24 or

PS_32

EXAMPLE:

tx_clock_in_ps?

Tx_CLOCK_IN_PS PS_20
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tx_clock_in_term [TTL, AC]

ACTION: Sets the direct clock input termination . AC sets ac coupled 50 ohms,

TTL sets de coupled 50 ohms to ground TTL termination.

EXAMPLE:

tx_clock_in_term TTL

tx_clock_in_term?

ACTION: Returns the direct clock input termination . AC is ac coupled 50 ohms,

TTL is de coupled 50 ohms to ground TTL termination.

RESPONSE : AC or TTL

EXAMPLE:

tx_clock_in_term?

Tx_CLOCK IN TERM TTL

view_angle [n]

ACTION: Sets the front panel display view angle to [n], where [n] is an integer

from to 15 .

EXAMPLE:

view_angle 2

view_angle?

ACTION: Returns the current display view angle (from to 15) .

RESPONSE : <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

view_angle?

VIEW_ANGLE 2

MB100 Programmer Manual
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Rx Remote Commands

avg_freq?

ACTION: Returns the received average frequency since the beginning ofthe

test.

RESPONSE : <NR3 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

beep [n]

avg_freq?

AVG_FREQ 1.234E+7

ACTION: Sets the receiver's speaker volume to n, n= to 8.

=off, 8 maximum volume

EXAMPLE :

beep?

MB100 Programmer Manual
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beep 5

ACTION: Returns the receiver's speaker volume . =off, 8=maximum volume

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

beep?

BEEP 5
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chan_meas? [n]

ACTION : Returns the total errors , errored seconds , and error rate of a channel n.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>,<NR1 NUMERIC>, <NR1 NUMERIC>,

<NR3 NUMERIC>, <NR1 NUMERIC>

The first field is the total bits received, the second is the total errors detected, the

third is the Bit Error Rate, and the last is the number of Errored Seconds.

Note: A channel must be enabled to query the measurement.

EXAMPLE:

chan_meas? 5

CHAN_MEAS 5 , 0123456789, 000000000 , 0.000E+00 ,

clock_delay [n]

ACTION: Sets the delay value for the rear panel received word clock (n= -20 to

+20, each integer corresponds to 100 picosecond increments of input clock

delay.)

EXAMPLE:

clock_delay 6

clock_delay?

ACTION: Returns the clock delay setting . Returned value is between -20 and

+20 , each count indicates the number of 100 picosecond steps the clock delay is

set to .

RESPONSE :<NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

clock_delay?

CLOCK_DELAY 6

MB100 Programmer Manual
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clock_loss?

ACTION : Returns the number of Clock Loss seconds.

RESPONSE: <NR1 Numeric>

EXAMPLE:

clock_true [true,invert]

clock_loss?

CLOCK_LOSS 43

ACTION: Sets the rear panel received word clock to true polarity or inverts it.

When set to true the rising edge of the received clock is assumed edge aligned

with the data edges . The internal clock processing circuit inverts it to place the

internal clock rising edge in the middle of the data word nominally.

EXAMPLE:

clock_true?

clocks?

ACTION: Returns the clock output polarity setting.

RESPONSE : TRUE OR INVERT

EXAMPLE:

clock_true invert

test.

MB100 Programmer Manual

clock_true?

CLOCK TRUE TRUE

ACTION:Returns the number of received word clocks since the beginning ofa

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

Syntax and Commands

clocks?

CLOCKS 1234567890
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elap_sec?

ACTION: Returns the elapsed seconds since the beginning of a test.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

elap_sec?

ELAP_SEC 123456

err_rate?

ACTION: Returns the aggregate error rate since the beginning ofa test.

RESPONSE: <NR3 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

err_rate?

ERR_RATE 1.234E-6

err_sec?

ACTION:Returns the aggregate errored seconds since the beginning of a test.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

errors?

err_sec?

ERR_SEC 123456

ACTION: Returns the aggregate number of errors since the beginning of a test.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

errors?

ERRORS 1234567890
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histry_clear

ACTION: Performs a History Clear to the LEDs on the front panel. this is

equivalent to a front panel HISTORY RESET key press.

EXAMPLE:

history_clear

led_clock?

ACTION: Returns the current status of the Clock Loss LED .

RESPONSE: CLEAR, CURR or HIST

EXAMPLE:

led_clock?

HIST

led_error?

ACTION: Returns the current status of the Word Error LED .

RESPONSE: CLEAR , CUR or HIST

EXAMPLE :

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

led_error?

CLEAR

led_power?

ACTION : Returns the current status of the Word Error LED .

RESPONSE : CLEAR , CURR or HIST

EXAMPLE:

led_power?

HIST
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led_sync?

ACTION: Returns the current status of the SYNC LED .

RESPONSE: CLEAR or CURR

EXAMPLE:

led_sync?

CURR

led_syncloss?

ACTION: Returns the current status of the SYNC Loss LED .

RESPONSE: CLEAR , CURR or HIST

EXAMPLE:

led_syncloss?

HIST

meas_agg?

ACTION: Returns all aggregate measurements since the start of a test.

RESPONSE: MULTIPLE RESPONSES

EXAMPLE:

meas_agg?

ELAP SEC 00001234

CLOCKS 01234567

ERRORS 00000000

ERR RATE 0.000E+00

ERR_SEC 00000000

SYNC LOSS 0000000

CLOCK_LOSS 00000

AVG_FREQ 5.182E+07

MB100 Programmer Manual
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meas_all?

ACTION: Returns all aggregate and per channel measurements since the start of

a test.

RESPONSE: Multiple Responses

EXAMPLE:

meas_all?

ELAP_SEC 00001234

CLOCKS 01234567

ERRORS 00000000

ERR_RATE 0.000E+00

ERR_SEC 00000000

SYNC LOSS 0000000

CLOCK LOSS 00000

AVG_FREQ 5.182E+07

CHAN_MEAS 1 , 12345 , 000000 , 0.000E+00,

ETC... (FOR ALL ENABLED CHANNELS)

meas_enable [n] , [ON , OFF]

ACTION : If ON, enables a channel for error measurement statistics and whether

it contributes to the data synchronization . If OFF , no measurements are

and the channel is not included in sync aquisition.accumulated

EXAMPLE:

meas_enable 5, ON

meas_enable?[n]

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

ACTION:Returns the current status of a channel . ON is enabled, OFF is

disabled .

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>, ON or OFF

EXAMPLE:

meas_enable? 5

MEAS_ENABLE 5 , ON
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meas_mode? [TOTAL, CURRENT]

ACTION : Sets the measurement mode for test data . This controls the

Measurement Display menue and the remote commandds which return test data.

1. TOTAL, measurements will be for the entire test period.

2. CURRENT, measurement data will be for the last second ofthe test.

Remote commands affected by this mode :

avg_freq?

chan_meas?

clocks?

err_rate?

errors?

meas_agg?

meas_all?

EXAMPLE:

meas_mode TOTAL

meas_mode?

ACTION: Returns the current measurement mode .

RESPONSE: TOTAL or CURRENT

EXAMPLE:

meas_mode?

MEAS_MODE CURRENT

MB100 Programmer Manual
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options?

ACTION: Returns the number of installed channels 'n' and if the optional pattern

ROM is installed.

RESPONSE: n CHANNELS INSTALLED , (and) ROM INSTALLED

EXAMPLE:

pat_active [ROM , NVRAM0, NVRAM1]

options?

OPTIONS 24 CHANNELS INSTALLED, ROM INSTALLED

ACTION: Sets the internal pattern to one of three sources:

Internal ROM (if installed) .1 .

2. Non-volitile RAM location zero (NVRAMO.)

3. Non-volitile RAM location one (NVRAM1 .)

Ifthe optional ROM is installed , the active pattern is viewable only . Either

NVRAM location is editable .

Syntax and Commands

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory. (See

below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_active NVRAM1

pat_active?

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION: Returns which of the pattern memories is currently active for viewing

or editing.

RESPONSE: ROM, NVRAM0, NVRAM1

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to query the active pattern. (See

below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_active?

PAT_ACTIVE NVRAM1
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pat_fill [ROM , ZEROES, ADDRESS, PR7, PR15]

ACTION: Fills the pattern memory with one of 5 different internally generated

patterns:

1. ROM , fills the output memory with the contents of the ROM .

2. ZEROES, clears all channels of the output memory.

3. ADDRESS , fills the output memory with repeating numbers from 00H to

FFH in each 8 bit segment . (Address 0000 contains 000000, address 0001

contains 010101 , address 25510 contains FFFFFFH. ) This example assumes

a 24 channel system .

4. PR7, fills the output pattern with a psuedorandom sequence of length 127

words, all channels contain identical data . Address starts with a 1 in each

channel and is followed by six more l's in successive address'.

5. PR15 , fills the output pattern with a psuedorandom sequence of length

32767 words, all channels contain identical data . Address starts with a 1 in

each channel and is followed by fourteen more l's in successive address' .

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory. (See

below.)

EXAMPLE:

pat_fill PR15
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pat_length [n]

ACTION : Sets the output active pattern length ( in words) as a decimal number

(1 to 65536.)

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory. (See

below . )

EXAMPLE:

pat_length

PAT_LENGTH 6584

pat_length?

ACTION : Returns the current active pattern length.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

pat_length?

PAT LENGTH 6584
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pat_lock

ACTION : Places the currently active pattern into edit mode for the remote port.

Only the NVRAM active patterns can be edited.

Once the pattern is locked , the edit menu from the front panel cannot be entered;

if the edit menu from the front panel is currently displayed an error message is

returned and edits cannot be accomplished from the remote port . The follwing

commands can only be executed when the pat_lock is active:

pat_fill

pat_length

pat_word

pat_unlock

pat_active

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

The pat_unlock command (see below) is required to place the edited data into

the output memory.

EXAMPLE:

pat_lock

pat_lock?

ACTION: Returns the current setting for the mutually exclusive editing ofthe

pattern. One ofthree messages are returned.

1. NONE, indicates that neither the front panel or remote port is in an edit

session for the memory .

2. LOCAL, indicates that the front panel is currently in the edit or display

screen. The unit will not accept the pat_lock command (error message is

returned . ) The unit must be manually removed from the edit menu by the

front panel to allow remote port editing.

3. REMOTE, indicates that the remote port has control over editing ofthe

pattern memory. The front panel edit or display menus cannot be accessed

while in this mode .

RESPONSE: NONE, LOCAL, REMOTE

Note: The pat_unlock command must be given following all edits , this will

transfer the editable memory to the outputmemory.

EXAMPLE:

PAT LOCK?

PAT LOCK REMOTE
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pat_phase? [PHASE_0, PHASE_4]

ACTION: Adjusts the PRBS Phase Delay used when filling the pattern memory

with a pseudormandom sequence.

1. PHASE_0 , all channels will be phase aligned.

PHASE_4 , each channel will still have the same sequence, but will be phase

shifted from the adjacent channel by 4 bits .

EXAMPLE:

pat_phase?

pat_phase PHASE_0

CTION: Returns the current setting for the PRBS Phase Delay.

RESPONSE : PHASE or PHASE_4

EXAMPLE:

pat_unlock

Note:

system.

Syntax and Commands

pat_phase?

PAT PHASE PHASE_0

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION : Releases the remote port from the edit session and transfers all edited

data to the output memory.

This command must be given following all edits to the memories ofthe
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pat_word [n,#H1 , #H2, #H3, #H4]

ACTION : Fills the decimal address location (n) with the supplied data

(#H1,2,3,4 .) The decimal address range is to 65535. The supplied data must be

4 hexadecimal numbers in the following format : #H1 ,#H2,#H3 , #H4 . The first

byte is the most significant . The least significant bit is channel 1 , the next bit is

channel 2, etc. If less than 32 channels are installed the highest byte(s ) are

ignored but all 4 bytes must be sent. Note that if the ROM is currently active this

command returns an error message . To edit the ROM set the active pattern to

NVRAM0 or 1 , then pat_fill with ROM .

Note: The pat_lock command must be executed to edit the pattern memory.

EXAMPLE:

pat_word 4567, #H34,#HA6,#H9C,#H01

This example filled address 4567 with the value 34A69C01 .

pat_word ?[n]

ACTION : Returns the value of an address location specified by [n] , the number

n is a decimal number in the range of to 65535. The returned data is always

four hex bytes in the form #H1 , #H2, #H3 , #H4 . The data is returned most

significant byte first and four bytes are always returned regardless of how many

channels are installed in a system . The most significant bytes are returned as

zeroes if less than the maximum of 32 channels are installed . The least

significant bit is channel 1 , the next bit is channel 2, etc.

RESPONSE: <NON-DECIMAL NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

pat_word? 4567

PAT_WORD 4567 , #H34,#HA6,#H9C,#H01

sync_enable [on, off]

ACTION: Sets the receiver's sync mode . On enables automatic pattern

synchronization . Off disables pattern sync circuits and forces in sync to be true.

EXAMPLE:

sync_enable ON
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sync_enable?

ACTION: Returns the receiver's sync mode . On indicates automatic pattern

synchronization enabled . Off indicates pattern sync circuits are disabled .

RESPONSE : ON or OFF

EXAMPLE:

sync_enable?

SYNC_ENABLE ON

sync_loss?

MB100 Programmer Manual

Syntax and Commands

ACTION: Returns the number of seconds the receiver's internal pattern was out

of sync with the incoming pattern.

RESPONSE: <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

sync_loss?

SYNC LOSS 1234
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sync_sweep [STOP, RUN]

ACTION: Controls the SYNC Sweep function . The SYNC SWEEP is a function

ofthe MB100 which is used to acquire Pattern SYNC on incoming signals which

have a combination good and bad channels , where the bad channels prevent an

overall pattern SYNC . This function will enable the channels in groups of4 (see

above) so that the good channels can be isolated and Pattern SYNC acquired.

When Pattern SYNC is achieved , SYNC Disable when to be turned ON and the

remaining channels enabled , so that the proper alignment is attained even though

Pattern SYNC will probably be lost.

1 .

2.

RUN, starts the SYNC Sweep process.

STOP , stops the SYNC Sweep process.

EXAMPLE:

sync_sweep RUN

sync_sweep?

ACTION: Returns the current state of the SYNC SWEEP function.

RESPONSE : STOP or RUN

EXAMPLE:

sync_sweep?

SYNC_SWEEP STOP

sync_thresh [th_256_4096, th_64_4096, th_16_4096 , th_16_8192,

th_16_16384, th_16_32768, th_16_65536 , th_1_65536]

ACTION: Sets the receivers sync threshold values . The two parameters set the

number of word errors and number of words to compare respectively . Once the

word error threshold is exceeded the pattern is slipped one bit by the pattern

alignment circuits until sync is gained (or the threshold is not exceeded . ) This

parameter is only valid if the sync circuits are enabled.

EXAMPLE:

sync_thresh th_16_4096
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C sync_thresh?

ACTION: Returns the receivers sync threshold setting.

RESPONSE: th_256_4096 or th_64_4096 or th_16_4096 or th_16_8192 or

th_16_16384 or th_16_32768 or th_16_65536 or th_1_65536

EXAMPLE:

sync_thresh?

SYNC_THRESH TH_16_4096

test_state [run, stop]

ACTION: Sets the present state of the receiver . Transition from STOP to RUN

clears all counts and starts a new test integration period. Transition from RUN to

STOP will freeze all accumulated values since the time the test was started .

EXAMPLE:

test_state run

test_state?

MB100 Programmer Manual

ACTION: Returns the present state of the receiver.

RESPONSE: <RUN or STOP>

EXAMPLE :

Syntax and Commands

test_state?

TEST_STATE RUN
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view_angle [n]

ACTION: Sets the front panel display view angle to [n] , where [n] is an integer

from to 15.

EXAMPLE:

view_angle 2

view_angle?

ACTION:Returns the current display view angle (from to 15).

RESPONSE : <NR1 NUMERIC>

EXAMPLE:

view_angle?

VIEW_ANGLE 2
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Glossary

MB100 User Manual

Address

A number specifying a particular user device attachment point... The location of

a terminal , a peripheral device, a node , or any other unit or component in a

network...A set of numbers than uniquely identifies something - a location in

computer memory, a packet of data traveling through a network.

Analog-to-Digital Converter

A device that converts an analog signal , that is , a signal in the form of a

continuously variable voltage or current, to a digital signal , in the form ofbits .

Attenuation

A decrease in magnitude of current, voltage , or power of a signal in transmission

between points.

Attenuator

An electronic transducer , either fixed or adjustable , that reduces the amplitude of

a wave without causing significant distortion.

Bandwidth

The difference between the limiting frequencies of a continuous frequency

spectrum. The range of frequencies handled by a device or system.

BER

An acronym for Bit Error Ratio (or Rate) . The principal measure of quality ofa

digital transmission system . BER is defined as:

BER Number of Errors/Total Number ofBits

BER is usually expressed as negative exponent . For example , a BER of 107

that 1 bit out of 107 bits is in error.means

BER Floor

A limiting ofthe bit-error-ratio (BER) in a digital fiber optic system as a

function ofreceived power due to the presence of signal degradation

mechanisms or noise.

Binary

A numbering system that allows only two values , zero and one, ( and 1 ) . Binary

is the way most computers store information ., in combination of ones and zeros.

Voltage on. Voltage off. See also: Bit.
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Bit

A binary digit, the smallest element of information in binary system . A 1 or of

binary data.

Bit Error

An incorrect bit . Also known as a coding violation.

Bit Rate

The number of bits of data transmitted over a phone line per second .

Byte

A unit of 8 bits.

Channel

A communications path or the signal sent over a channel . Through multiplexing

several channels , voice channels can be transmitted over an optical channel .

Clock

1. An electronic component that emits consistent signals that paces a computer's

operations. 2. An oscillator-generated signal that provides a timing reference for

a transmission link. A clock provides signals used in a transmission system to

control the timing of certain functions , such as the duration of signal elements or

the sampling rate . It also generates periodic , accurately spaced signals used for

such purposes as timing, regulation of the operations of a processor, or

generation ofinterrupts . A clock has two functions : to generate periodic signals

for synchronization on a transmission facility, and to provide a time base for the

sampling ofsignal elements. In computers, a clock synchronizes certain

procedures, such as communication with other devices.

Error Detection

Checking for errors in data transmission. A calculation is made on the data being

sent and the results are sent along with it . The receiving station then performs

the same calculation and compares its results with those sent. ...Code in which

each data signal conforms to specific rules of construction so that departures

from this construction in the received signals can be automatically detected . Any

data detected as being in error is either deleted from the data delivered to the

destination, with or without an indication that such deletion has taken place, or

delivered to the destination together with an indication that is has been detected

as being in error.

Error Rate

The ratio of the number of data units in error to the total number of data units.
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ES

An acronym for Errored Second . A second with at least one error.

GPIB

A physical layer interface standard for the interconnection of equipment.

Line

The portion ofa transmission line between two multiplexers.

LOF

An acronym for Loss ofFrame.

LOS

An acronym for Loss of Signal.

Multi-Channel Cable

An optical cable having more than one fiber.

Noise

Glossary

Unwanted signals that combine with and hence distort the signal intended for

transmission and reception .

Residual error rate

The error rate remaining after attempts at correction are made.

RS-232C

A physical layer interface standard for the interconnection of equipment.

Rx, Receiver

An abbreviation for Receiver

A detector and electronic circuitry to change optical signals to electrical signals.

Tx , Transmitter

An abbreviation for Transmitter

A driver and source used to change electrical signals to optical signals.
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